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Motivation 

• The nanotubes filled with magnetic elements, like nickel or other 

transition metals, make them potential applications in nanodevices, 

magnetic data storage and drug delivery. 

 

• In addition, the carbon shells can provide an effective barrier against 

oxidation and thus ensure long-term stability of the encapsulated 

metals. 

 

• The nanotubes filled with magnetic metals do not always display 

designed properties because the amount and location of magnetic 

particles inside the tubes are difficult to be controlled. 

 

• To guide the fabrications of the kind of materials, it is therefore 

important to understand the formation mechanism of metal 

nanowires or nanoparticles in the tubes. 



Calculations on Ni/CNT: The model 

CNT (n,n) 

n=3,4,5,6; and 

CNT (n,0) n = 7, 8, 

9, 10, 11 

 

Ni filament in FM 

groundstate 

 

 

 

Ni/CNT 



Calculation method:  

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional within DFT 

Calculated ground state properties of bulk Ni: 

PBE EXC Experiment 

Ecoh, eV 5.01 4.46 

a0, Å 3.53 3.52 

B, GPa 203 190 

Magnetic moment, μB 0.62 0.61 

Computer code: CRYSTAL, LCAO(CO)-GTF 

Basis sets: Ni – 8-64111(41d)G ,  C – 6-311(11d)G  

Ni/CNT: computational details 



BZ sampling for 1D structures  

First irreducible BZ of 1D structure is a line segment [0,π/a], where     

a is a length of translation vector.  

CNT(10,0), a = 0.429 nm, 40 atoms unitcell, semiconductor:  

a = 0.429 nm 

0 π/a 

Γ X 

IBZ sampling using 6 k-point net: 



CNT(10,0) with Ni filament 

Ni-Ni distance (length of translation vector) Ni filament in vacuum   

aNi-Ni = 0.225 nm, CNT(10,0) aCNT = 0.429 nm. In order to impose 

periodic boundary conditions one have to increase aNi-Ni at least ~5 

times and aCNT  ~3 times. New unitcell: aNi/CNT = 1.282 nm, 125 atoms:  

 

 

aNi/CNT = 1.282 nm 



Irreducible BZ sampling for Ni/CNT(10,0) 

a = 0.429 

0 π/a 

Γ X 

aNi/CNT = 1.282 nm 

a2×Ni/CNT = 2.562 nm 

0 π/aNi/CNT 

Γ X 

40 atoms, semiconductor, 6 k-points, 6 CPU-cores 

125 atoms, conductor, 6 k-points, 6 CPU-cores 

0 π/a2×Ni/CNT 

Γ X 
250 atoms, conductor, 4 k-points, 4 CPU-cores 



Rototranslation symmetry operations 

2π/10 

• Ni/CNT(10,0) contains rotation axis of 10th order, 

• Translation component is not defined, 

• From 125 only 17 atoms consist the unitcell irreducible part, 

• Bloch functions build for 5 Ni and 12 C atoms are used for ||Hk|| 

diagonalization on 6 IBZ k-points!  



Studied Ni/CNT(n,n) nanostructures  

(3,3) (4,4) (5,5) (6,6) 

D = 4.32 D = 5.56 D = 6.88 D = 8.22 



Studied Ni/CNT(n,0) nanostructures  

(7,0) (11,0) (10,0) (9,0) (8,0) 

D = 5.62 D = 6.38 D = 7.15 D = 8.70 D = 7.92 



Ni/CNT calculations: Main results 

Structure DNi/CNT (Å) 
Eform  

(eV/atom) 
dNi-Ni (Å) 

Mismatch, 

SNi-Ni (%) 

PNi-Ni  

(milli e) 

MNi 

(µB) 

Ni/CNT (3,3) 4.32 -0.21  2.49 10.8 142 0.32 

Ni/CNT (4,4) 5.56 -0.17  2.46 9.5 414 1.09 

Ni/CNT (5,5) 6.88 -0.13  2.46 9.3 472 1.12 

Ni/CNT (6,6) 8.22 -0.10 2.46 9.2 512 1.27 

Ni/CNT (7,0) 5.62 -0.16 2.49 10.4 400 1.13 

Ni/CNT (8,0) 6.38 -0.14 2.56 13.5 544 1.32 

Ni/CNT (9,0) 7.15 -0.12 2.37 5.4 607 1.27 

Ni/CNT(10,0) 7.92 -0.10 2.13 -5.2 676 1.26 

Ni/CNT (11,0) 8.70 -0.09 2.13 -5.5 684 1.21 

Ni filament in 

vacuum 
2.25 0 600 1.21 

Ni bulk 2.50 11.1 174 0.62 



 

   

 

Ni/CNT (10,0) tend to form Ni clusters. 

Ni/CNT (5,5) Armchair 

Ni/CNT (10,0) Zig-zag 

CNT(5,5) and CNT(10,0) with Ni filament  



Clustering of Ni in Ni/CNT(10,0) 

• Ni/CNT(10,0) tend to clusterize: 

 

 

 

• To perform comprehensive calculations one needs to double the 

unitcell: 

 

 

 

 

aNi/CNT = 1.282 nm 

a2×Ni/CNT = 2.562 nm 



CNT(5,5) and CNT(10,0): PDOS  

Both Ni/CNT structures are conductive ferromagnetic materials. Band gap of zig-zag CNT 
is closed by Ni-filament d-states. 



Front and side views of differential electronic charge density maps for Ni/CNT(10,0). 

Ni/CNT(5,5) – front and side views of differential electronic charge density map. 
stronger charge density redistribution after insertion of Ni filament results in 
energetically more stable structure. 

CNT(5,5) and CNT(10,0): ECHG maps  



Conclusions 

• Ni-ac-CNTs are found to be a more stable structure, with a stronger interatomic 

Ni-C bonding than Ni-zz-CNTs, due to smaller energy of formation.  

 

• In all the cases, Ni filament preserves a ferromagnetic ground state. Calculated 

magnetic moment of Ni filament is twice larger than in the Ni bulk (0.62 µB). 

 

• Ni filament tends to be clustered if placed inside CNT (n,0) with n > 10. The 

main reason for this effect is the mismatch between nanotube and filament. 

 

• Our calculations show that CNTs with Ni filament exhibit metallic behavior, 

even if pristine nanotube is semiconductor (i.e., zz-type).  
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